
Designing a B2B Order & Management platform
Case Study

Designing an app that lets customers see prices, manage all their orders and documents.

For KD Feddersen which is a specialist for the worldwide trade and distribution of 

engineering plastics, technical products I was hired to create a concept for a digital 

application that simplifies the management, communication, and ordering procedure for 

their customers.

My Role
UX and UI Designer

Team
Product Owner, UX Designer, Frontend and Backend Developer, Account Manger, 

Copywriter

Tools
Basecamp, Miro, Figma, Useberry (Prototype Analytics)



In a Customer satisfaction analysis, we asked our customers about their expectations 

regarding future collaboration.

Result: The second important customer expectation was an online portal where the 

customers see prices, manage all their orders and documents.

- Understand the customer‘s current process through User interviews

- Define the problems.

- Roughly Ideate/shape up solutions with the team and set the scope we at least need to 

create. We followed a lean-agile process creating as few specifications as possible to push 

an MVP into production.

- Ideate, lo-fi wireframes, discuss with team

- Prototype and test

- Iterate and test

- Hi-fi prototype

User Research

First, we started to do some qualitative user research to understand the customer‘s 

current ordering process and the problems they face.

We find out that the biggest issue is that they lose the overview of their documents and 

it is difficult to find out the status of the orders. Additionally, the users wished to place 

orders more easily and more convenient support to keep track of requests.

Scoping
With this information, we started to ideate solutions and created main areas (projects) 

which the platform needs to contain which we can produce shortly what gives us a first 

success feeling. 



We decided to split the project into two big parts as we found out that the product 

catalog with its ordering function will take more time. We started with the management 

project and onboarded the customers after they made the order. So the customers can 

get familiar with the platform and manage their order documents.

Shaping
With a few team members, we discussed the tasks and gathered some more ideas as 

everybody brings in more information and thoughts.

We went deeper into each task and roughly sketched solutions with breadboards. We 

Shaped up to make it more clear so later in the process there will be no issues that could 

cause overtime.



IA through card sorting
With all this information we started to organize and structure content in an effective and 

sustainable way. The goal was to provide an infrastructure the user finds information and 

can complete the task.

Breadboard: Download documents

One of the tasks we dived deeper into was how the users view and download 

documents. We had these questions, do we need to create a separate menu tab with all 

documents or show documents with every order. We understood from the user

research that the current customers like to have all data attached to their documents 

but also some said that they need to download documents for a specific date and type 

but we decided to work on that later.

Version 1



First moderated testing

With the sketches and gathered information during our team meeting, I created a lo-fi 

wireframe and a single prototype for the first round of moderated user testing. 5 partici-

pants were tested on downloading the invoice document using the prototype.

Issues identified

- Overall the users feel that they need to do many steps to download the document

- Users missed switching quickly between different order documents.

With that information, I worked on the overall user flow and created a second version. 

Which I discussed with the team to get some more ideas and make sure it‘s possible to 

develop.

Version 2 Splitscreen





Second moderated testing
We conducted a second round of moderated user testing with 5 participants. They were 

asked to download a specific document.

Throughout our research, we concluded that the accordion allows the user to view and 

download the document faster. Additionally, the user can switch between different 

orders more easily without losing the overview.

Filter Function, multi-select, and bulk actions

From the user research, we find out that the users need to find a specific order 

regarding the order status, order date, delivery status, or just by the order number. 

Additionally, they asked to managed orders in bulk so we needed a multi-select function. 

I designed 4 filter functions which are switching to an action button menu once the 

customer selects an order.

Filter: order status



Filter: delivery status

Filter: date range



Multi selection, action buttons

Filter: search

action buttons appears once they
select an order



Hi-fi Wireframes



Email notifications
To make customization of the Email notifications as fast as possible, I added a 

customizer function (found under „Settings“) This enables the user to quickly change 

their notifications. 



Order detail view fullscreen
I realized that during the prototype testing the users also tried to click on the order 

number. To provide more space for information so the user can see more at once with 

less clicking. Additionally, the window can be minimized and opened again later.

So it is possible to have open more orders and switching between them.



Conclusion

After some months of designing, user testing, and iterating we have released our first 

version as planned. The feedback from the customers was very positive and set a 

new user and develop process at KDF. The experience of introducing this KDF’s new 

management and order platform brings us several learnings.

• Trying to find the real problem not just what the users say they need. To find this it 

is best to let the user show their process and when the problem occurs.

• To break up each project into tasks and shape up helps us to find issues early 

rather than finding them later which would slow down our schedule.

• Testing the prototype early allows us to find issues and iterate quick


